Complete Hospital floor plan
Handout Student A

Below, you have the floor plan of the new hospital.

1. Your partner will ask you for directions to five places. Always begin at the hospital entrance.
   GIVE PROPER DIRECTION AS IF YOU WERE STANDING IN THE HOSPITAL!

2. Ask your partner for directions to: a card pone, the blood testing department, the wheelchair collection point, the accident and emergency department and children's ward.

3. Discuss with your partner: Do you think the hospital is well-planned? Give reasons.
Handout Student B

Below, you have the floor plan of the new hospital.

1. Your partner will ask you for directions to five places. Always begin at the hospital entrance. GIVE PROPER DIRECTION AS IF YOU WERE STANDING IN THE HOSPITAL!

2. Ask your partner for directions to: the café, the heart and chest unit, a pay Phone, the ear nose and throat department and waiting room 2. Make these places on your floor plan.

3. Discuss with your partner: Do you think the hospital is well-planned? Give reasons.